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Synanthropization processes create a real threat to phytodiversity in Ukraine. The aim of our study is to elucidate the mechanisms that ensure the viability of populations 

of Echinochloa crus-galli (L.) P. Beauv., as well as the features of its adaptation to the changing nature conditions and anthropogenic environment, and also the invasive 

potential of the species. 

The features of morphometric variability of local populations of E. crus-galli were studied using nine

morphometric characters: culm length (сm), leaf length (сm), leaf width (сm), number of nodes,

inflorescence length (cm), length end width of spikelet scales. (mm), the length of the axis (mm) end

number of fruits. According to the results of the study morphological variability features of local

populations E. crus-galli in different ecological conditions, and it has been found that ramets

morphometric features are characterized by different levels of intrapopulation variability (V = 10.08–

94.1%). In all studied coenopopulations of E. crus-galli the most variable features are the length of the

spine (V = 15.34–94.10%). The lowest values of the coefficient variation are characteristic of the spikelet

scales width (V = 13.03–18.03%). Having analyzed the coefficient of morphological variation features of

model populations, it has been found that ramets significant morphological variability is one of the

mechanisms of maintaining the model viability populations under conditions of anthropogenic load.

Thus, it has been found that the populations of Ech2, Ech4, Ech6 and Ech7 were being grown in the best

conditions for the species and have a higher life mechanism support. Unlike previous populations, Ech1,

Ech3, Ech5 and Ech8 were being grown under normal conditions. Having analyzed effort reproductive for

model populations of E. crus-galli, – a high effort reproductive was established for the population of

Ech6 (anthropogenic habits types with moist soil); an average one for Ech2 and Ech7 (moderate humidity

areas); and low one for Ech1, Ech3, Ech4, Ech5 and Ech8 (biotopes with xerophytic conditions).

According to the results of the variability morphological study features local populations of Echinochloa crus-galli in different ecological conditions, it has been 

established that ramets morphometric features are characterized by different intrapopulation variability levels. The highest rates of variation were observed for confined 

populations to habitat anthropogenic types and occasionally observed in coastal-aquatic ones only. Among the anthropogenic types of biotopes, agrocenosis with constant 

soil moisture, as well as, with disturbed soil areas are favorable for full-fledged population growth.

It should be noted that the studied species is characterized by a significant number of seeds per individual. Their number varies from 91 to 1392 seeds. It should be 

noted that the number of seeds of the generative shoot differs from the characteristics of the reproductive effort (RRI) of populations. Significant RRI is inherent in the 

Ech6 population, which is characterized by stability, the population is located on a lawn with nutritious soils and constant watering. Populations Ech2 (lawn) and Ech7

(agrocenosis) also have increased RRI. Indicators of all other populations are almost the same, mostly xerophytic habitats or with high humidity.

As a result of the RRI assessment of the studied populations according to the above ratios, an increase in RRI in anthropogenic biotopes should be noted, and on the 

other hand there is an increase in the root system (RWP) and a decrease in the height of generative shoots (HWR).

The studied local populations of 

E. crus-galli are confined mainly to 

anthropogenically disturbed and 

artificial habitats: lawns (C2.2.2.). 

Grass crops (C2.1.2.). Occasionally 

in coastal habitats of non-flowing 

bodies of water and plains of plains 

and lowlands (B4.1). In all 

populations, the dominance of the 

studied species from 30% to 50% of 

the total vegetation density was 

observed.


